
  

SOME KINGDOM SOME KINGDOM 
COMMUNITY COMMUNITY 

CONSIDERATIONS...CONSIDERATIONS...  

so we don’t return to so we don’t return to 
OLD WINESKINSOLD WINESKINS
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While cultures can be celebrated, While cultures can be celebrated, 
we must make sure that it we must make sure that it 

doesn’t alienate people from doesn’t alienate people from 
discovering the culture of the discovering the culture of the 

Kingdom.Kingdom.

The apostle Paul said; “I am made all things to all men, that I 
might by all means save some.” 1 Corinthians 9:22





  

While in our individual While in our individual 
communities we are FAMILY.communities we are FAMILY.





  

We need to remember Kingdom We need to remember Kingdom 
citizens outside our community citizens outside our community 

circle must feel accepted as circle must feel accepted as 
BROTHERS & SISTERS, and not BROTHERS & SISTERS, and not 

like 2like 2ndnd cousins. cousins.





  

While we have spiritual fathers While we have spiritual fathers 
& mothers who MENTOR others  & mothers who MENTOR others  
to help birth, form, and mature to help birth, form, and mature 

the Kingdom in them, we are not the Kingdom in them, we are not 
godfathers building our own godfathers building our own 

carnal empires.carnal empires.





  

While overseeing involves While overseeing involves 
stability & accountability to stability & accountability to 
mature the saints, it should mature the saints, it should 
never become SMOTHERING never become SMOTHERING 

RULERSHIP over them RULERSHIP over them 
quenching their potential.quenching their potential.





  

Locally we have various parts, Locally we have various parts, 
assignments, and protocols of assignments, and protocols of 

operation in God's government operation in God's government 
on Earth, but we must remain an on Earth, but we must remain an 

INTERCONNECTED INTERCONNECTED 
RELATIONAL urban, national & RELATIONAL urban, national & 

global Kingdom Community. global Kingdom Community. 
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